1. Terminal 3: Arrivals Level Inner Lanes Reopened
   - All Arrivals Level inner lanes at Terminal 3, which have been continuously closed since April 2019, are scheduled to reopen on August 6, 2019
   - Lanes were closed to facilitate utility work for the Delta Sky Way project

2. Terminal 2: Airline Gate 22 Closed
   - Airline Gate 22 in Terminal 2 is closed through late September 2019 to facilitate the remainder of the Headhouse and Gate 22 building exterior demolition work as part of the Delta Sky Way project
   - The passenger hold room is barricaded and unavailable during construction
3. Terminal 3: New Carpet Installation
   - New carpet is scheduled to be installed in Terminal 3, Ticketing (west end) on August 6, 2019
   - Signage will be in place directing guests to other available airline ticketing counters for check-in while the carpet is replaced overnight from 12am to 6am
   - The west end of Ticketing is scheduled to reopen upon completion of the one-night work

Terminal 3: Ticketing (West End)

4. Terminal 5: Arrivals Level Restrooms Reopened
   - Arrivals Level restrooms in Terminal 5, which have been closed since July 2019 for renovation, are scheduled to re-open this week
   - The restroom renovation is part of the Terminal 4 / 5 Modernization Program

Terminal 5: Arrivals Level
5. UPDATE: Central Terminal Area (CTA) Arrivals Level Bus Lane Repaving

- LAWA Paving crews are repaving the Arrivals Level Bus Lane nightly through August 23, 2019
- Work will occur at various locations throughout the CTA, closing select shuttle stops throughout the duration of the project
- See map below for phasing, dates, and impacts by location for the week of August 5, 2019
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